
 
 
 
ALBRECHT DÜRER (1471-1528)  
The Small  Horse 
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The horse is  perfectly  proportioned.  He is  the culmination of  Dürer ’s  study of  
equine proportion and beauty much the same as  the Adam and Eve engraving 
of  the preceding year is  a  compendium of  human beauty.   “Although Dürer 
constructed this  horse by means of  a  geometrical  schema which was 
apparently  of  his  own invention,  he once again had recourse to Leonardesque 
models  for  many of  i ts  detai ls :  the interior  proportions,  the modeling,  the 
graceful  motif  of  the raised foreleg,  and the porcine head with its  short  lower 
jaw and lustrous eyes.   To enhance the grace and elegance of  this  splendid 
animal  even further,  Dürer posed it  before the heavy masonry of  an antique 
barrel  vault .   Although the engraving remains primari ly  a  showpiece for  the 
horse,  i t  quite  possibly  has thematic  content as  well .   The fantastic  helmet 
and winged boots  of  the classical ly  att ired attendant may well  be meant to 
identify  him as Perseus or  Mercury,  and the composit ion itsel f ,  according to 
Panofsky,  admits  of  a  specif ic  a l legorical  interpretation:  ‘Animal  sensuality  
restrained by the higher powers of  the intel lect. ’   The horse,  in  medieval  and 
Renaissance symbolism, stands for  violent  and irrational  passion,  while  the 
f lame bursting from the vase in  the background commonly represents  
‘ i l luminating reason. ’ ”  (Dürer in  America,  His Graphic Work ,  National  
Gallery  of  Art,  Washington,  DC, 1971,  p.  134.)  
 
The impression is  a  bri l l iant  example of  the German Northern Renaissance.  
 
 
 


